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The relevance of the research topic is determined by the necessity to study
and analyze the conflict in Russian society. The conflict happens due to various
reasons, such as dissatisfaction with the ruling political elite, the influence of
external actors of international relations, the imperfection of the ongoing reforms in
the country, the inability of all citizens wishing to realize themselves in market
relations. Another reason may be new model of Russia, with its competition laws in
the economic sphere, causing increased competition. It has created conditions for
strengthening the conflicts in the society; the state itself gave rise to the
phenomenon, which entails a reduction in the level of security. It brought forth to
people, whose interests are connected exclusively with the physiological survival.
In fact, the interests of this category of people are far from politics. But they are
ready for different actions, such as loosening the political security of the country.
The fall in the level of political security is primarily associated with the loss of the
prestige in Russian citizenship, with the manifestation of domestic extremism.
Between Nations, representatives of different professions, business, between people
whose income varies considerably increasingly frequent conflict situations. In the
aspect of this problem, the goal of the Federal authorities retains the value of the
state as the main social institution of the political security. But political security is
formed not only by strengthening the power of the mechanism and enforcement
agencies in the sphere of security. It makes the current leadership of the country. It
also creates perfect living conditions where people feel confident.
Object of research is Russian society. Its degree of integrity is directly
dependent on the political security.
The subject of the study is conflict and its degree and character of influence
on the political security of the Russian society.
The purpose of final qualifying work is to develop the conceptual approach
for analysis of the political security political-conflict paradigm.

The Scientific-theoretical and practical importance of the given research
involves the analysis of the controversial and dynamic phenomena as Conflict. In
this regard, the achievement of the objectives of the study and the successful
solution of these tasks involves the synthesis of systematic, comparative, structuralfunctional analysis. The conclusions of our work create theoretical basis for further
study of major trends and specifics of a Russian conflict study development.
Research materials can be used in the educational process by teaching «Conflict
study».
In the result of the analysis we came to the following conclusions:
-

conflict is a structural element of security and political security;

political security is not the opposite conflict way people interact, and an alternative
way;
- the reduction of the conflict depends on the attitude of state to the private
property and social differentiation. Political security may diminish in those cases,
when she uncontrollably dominates, and social differentiation increases;
- political security can be measured to the tendency of decrease or
strengthening. In modern Russia there is a tendency to reduce political security. It
is characterized by the rise of extremism in various spheres of life. Growth of
negativism points to the fact that in the depths of society Matures threat to political
security;
The rise of extremism can be a special form of conflict.
-

Socio-political mechanism of formation of the political security is the

most effective mechanism of preservation and development of political security. It
aims to achieve a reasonable relationship between the private and public property
and moderate social differentiation.
Testing of the final qualifying work was held in the framework of the interregional scientific conference for students, postgraduates and young scientists
«Young science - 2013». An article entitled «the Role of conflict in the formation
of political security of Russia» was published.
The structure of the work is subordinated to the tasks of research and
includes an introduction, two chapters, 4 sections, conclusion and bibliographical
list.

